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Virgos are those born between august 23rd and September 22nd. They are symbolized by a virgin
maiden and are ruled by the mercury planet. They crave to be perfect and approach life with
efficiency and precision be it their professional life or personal life. They have the tendency to plan
out everything in advance, without a proper plane they feel handicap. They are also extremely
independent and try finishing things themselves without approaching anyone for help. They like to
keep things around them clean which at times give out an impression of being prudish as they
demand others around them to be the same. They might at times appear to be emotionally cold on
the outside which might at times go in which is the result of suppressing their emotions and natural
kindness. Because of this, they tend to make few friends and enter very few relationships.

They also tend to be reserved. They can work for long hours without talking to anyone around them
as they are involved with their own thoughts and processes. But there are also chances of those
appearing unemotional on the outside might conceal deep emotions on the inside. This is because
they are very careful or reluctant in easily trusting those around them. They are also not very
confident with themselves and their judgments at times. So, often they conceal their
apprehensiveness behind a cloak of reserve or by being matter of fact. They can be worldly, which
makes them sensible, witty and wise and a knack to understand other peopleâ€™s problems. They carry
themselves with poise and dignity which gives them a natural regal manner.

As a child, a Virgo will be quieter and calmer than other children. He will also be very attentive and
observant, so people around the child have to be very careful about what they talk and do. He can
prove to be quite fussy about eating and it is better not to force feed something that he does not like
as the food will end up everywhere except for his mouth. Except for this problem, a Virgo child will
be very pleasant with minimum fuss and tantrum. For child of his age, he can tend to be very clean
and neat. He tends to pick on manners quite quickly and keeps his room and surroundings clean
without being told. Virgo kids are not very comfortable when they find themselves amongst a huge
crowd. Talking gently rather than criticizing a child will have a better effect as they donâ€™t take
criticisms well and develop a pessimistic attitude.

In a profession, they are better suited to be a subordinate rather than a leader. They can be very
tactic but donâ€™t take easily to responsibilities. They are better at following orders rather than giving
them. They have great potential for anything related to art, science and languages as the pick them
up quite easily. They handle money well and have a mind for statistics which makes them good
accountants and secretaries. They may also be good as welfare workers, nurses and doctors.

In a relationship, a Virgo may not be very expressive and creative about their love to their partners,
but they show it in their own subtle way. He can be very supportive to his partner and takes time to
get emotionally involved. Virgos expect their partners to have the same outlook on life as they do
and tend to make all the rules at times. If they donâ€™t find a partner to their standards, they tend to be
un-happy with their relationship. You can now learn a lot about zodiac signs though television and
internet through broad band connections like the ATT Uverse.
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Samantha Kirk - About Author:
Samantha Kirk is a freelance writer. She loves astrology and learns palmistry at home, and enjoys
reading about the subject on the internet through a ATT Uverse connection! She strongly believes in
sun signs and often debates with people saying that peopleâ€™s characteristics are influenced by their
respective sun signs!
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